
UNITED STATES V SALERNO

United States v. Salerno, U.S. (), was a United States Supreme Court decision. It determined that the Bail Reform Act of
, which permitted the.

Respondents characterize all of these cases as exceptions to the "general rule" of substantive due process that
the government may not detain a person prior to a judgment of guilt in a criminal trial. See Bell v.
Mendoza-Martinez, U. Landon was a civil case, and we need not decide today whether the Excessive Bail
Clause speaks at all to Congress' power to define the classes of criminal arrestees who shall be admitted to
bail. Martin, U. Simpkins, U. Indiana, U. Respondents Anthony Salerno and Vincent Cafaro were arrested on
March 21, , after being charged in a count indictment alleging various Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act RICO violations, mail and wire fraud offenses, extortion, and various criminal gambling
violations. And, as the Court of Appeals noted and respondents admit, a court may refuse bail when the
defendant presents a threat to the judicial process by intimidating witnesses. II A facial challenge to a
legislative Act is, of course, the most difficult challenge to mount successfully, since the challenger must
establish that no set of circumstances exists under which the Act would be valid. Respondents characterize the
Due Process Clause as erecting an impenetrable "wall" in this area that "no governmental interest -- rational,
important, compelling or otherwise -- may surmount. To this date, however, Salerno has not been confined
pursuant to that sentence. The Act operates only on individuals who have been arrested for a specific category
of extremely serious offenses. California, U. Although a court could detain an arrestee who threatened to flee
before trial, such detention would be permissible because it would serve the basic objective of a criminal
system -- bringing the accused to trial. The Eighth Amendment has not prevented Congress from defining the
classes of cases in which bail shall be allowed in this country. III , as the solution to a bail crisis in the federal
courts. The above-quoted dictum in Stack v. Second, due to concerns about public safety, flight, and
obstruction of justice, other defendants are intentionally detained pretrial through the imposition of
unattainably high bonds. Respondents characterize these exceptions as consistent with what they claim to be
the sole purpose of bail -- to ensure the integrity of the judicial process. A court may, for example, refuse bail
in capital cases. Preventative detentionâ€”whether implemented through a statute or through the use of
unattainably high detention bondsâ€”must comply with the constitution. If the police suspect an individual of
a crime, they may arrest and hold him until a neutral magistrate determines whether probable cause exists.
Martin, supra, at  We do not think the Clause lays down any such categorical imperative. Wolfish, U. Schall v.
We intimate no view on the validity of any aspects of the Act that are not relevant to respondents' case. In
Schall, supra, we recognized the strength of the State's interest in preventing juvenile crime. Wolfish, supra, at
[p] 


